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    Attached you will a detailed estimate for twenty on-location headshots. As discussed with Kallie, depending on 

the needs of the group I can do this in a small block of time or a larger one. Ideally, I always find it great to have at least 

15 minutes with each person one on one, however, if there are time limitations, I can work more speedily.

  Here’s a bit about how I work:

          A good headshot starts with fantastic lighting. Great lighting can make everyone look fantastic right out of the 

gate. I’m also well versed in keeping the quality of my images consistent. So, with my knowledge, we can work together 

to keep a uniformed look throughout all the images regardless of the situation. What you see in my portfolio, is what you 

get regardless of you visiting my studio or me visiting your location.

                Every time I go into an office, or an office comes to me, people tell me how much they hate getting their 

pictupicture taken. It’s my goal to fix that and change people’s perception of having their photo taken. My quick, clear and 

precise direction can make this happen in-between the first and third image taken.

                It                It’s hard to judge details of an image on the back of a camera, so I shoot tethered into a laptop computer. This 

way the images pop up on the large screen as we go. I can fix any issues while I’m there instead of finding out after the 

shoot that something wasn’t right. This ensures the best possible images. After reviewing all of the images each person 

will select one shot on the computer while I’m there. This helps reduce complicated communications after the shoot, in-

creases the turnaround time for final image delivery and ensures that each subject is happy with their shoot.

                Nothing kills a shot faster than poor retouching, that’s why I employ advanced photoshop techniques. I can do 

a basic color correction, remove blemishes, remove stray hairs, fix glasses glare, even out skin tone and basically make 

everyone look like the best versions of themselves. 

Thank you and I look forward to the opportunity to work with you and your team.

C O V E R  L E T T E R



Payment Methods We Accept
Card Payment via Square (subject to additional %4 charge)
Visa, Mastercard and American Express
Cash, Cheque or E-transfer
Final images will not be delivered until cheque clears

New Hire’s Program - $175 / new hire
Once we’ve photographed a company’s staff on location, new hires or 
employees who were absent on the day of the shoot can come to the 
studio to get a matching headshot for a discounted rate. 
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Final Retouched Headshot
Licensing and Retouching one image

Creative Fee
On-Location
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